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Rives' corner·
ommunity leaders express support
r Easter_n's president ·during evaluation
the Board of Governors cones its evaluation of Eastern
'dent Stan Rives, local officials
they will back Rives as the
tion process goes on.
think he's (Rives) handled it
a great deal of patience," said
. Mike Weaver, R-Charleston,
'ves' evaluation.
think they're (the BOO) on a
h hunt," Weaver said. "It's like
have already made their deci-

sion without reason to justify it."
Weaver compared the evaluation
process to the recent hearings of
Judge Clarence Thomas and said he
hopes to see the evaluation process
come to an end.
'They (BOO) keep dragging up
. stuff that's old enough to have dust
on it," Weaver said.
When asked about Rives handling of his position, Weaver said
he didn't think Rives really did
anything wrong.
"I think he placed his trust in
people who didn't deserve it,"

Weaver said.
Rives' administration has been
under fire for nearly one year for
controversies
surrounding
alleged unethical hiring practices
and the alleged mishandling of a
sexual harassment complaint
between two Lumpkin College of
Business faculty members.
Rives and the four other university presidents within the
BOG system met with board
members for their annual performance evaluations on Sept 26.
" Continued on page 2

harleston will see more rain this week
stem students can expect to
to class amid more showers
week like the ones that greeted
area last weekend, according to
· Price, local weather observith the storms we've had the
three days, we've had more
all in October than any other
th this year except March,"
said, referring to the four
s of rainfall so far this month.
sis the wettest month we've
in 1991 counting all the rain
din October."
e rain last weekend brought
ver two inches to the area.

"This is a very slow-moving
weather system," said Price, a former Eastern professor. "It's dragging along past us and leaving
behind with us day after day with
the same kind of weather."
He said that cloudy and mild
weather this week will accompany
the showers that should continue
steadily until Thursday, with rain a
definite up until Wednesday.
All this rain is abnormal for
October, according to Price, who
said he was expecting a type of
"Indian summer" weather for this
week and next.
'That's a major blow to the normal expectancy," Price said. "Since
1990, we haven't had a month this

year with this month's rainfall,_
counting the inches we just had the
last couple of days."
The two inches of rain that built
up continually from Friday until
early Sunday morning effectively
neutralized the drought that had
swept most of the central Illinois
area, Price said.
"The drought really is broken,
but we do need additional moisture," he said. 'The next few days
we'll have showers."
Showers should subside by
Wednesday, he added, to give way
to colder, drier weather.
MIKE ANSCHUETZ!Associate photo editor
"Generally after OI}.e of these
spells of weather the next is colder
Jenni Maxwell (left) and Sean McMurfly carve their pumpkin outside
or drier," Price said.
their apartment for the upcoming Halloween bash.

Luv that smile

Relocated IGA .will hold
grand opening Monday
By CHRIS SUNDHEIM .
Staff writer

Charleston's new IGA store,
612 Lincoln Ave., will have its
weekday grand opening Monday,
according to owner Dean Gowin.
Beginning at about 7 a.m., the
. store will offer a number of customer specials to mark its first
weekday open. Officials opened
the store for the first time
Saturday following more than a
month of transition from its former location at 700 Lincoln Ave.
"It'll be a pretty normal day
with some hot specials," Gow.in
said. "We'll have free prizes and
a couple mascots running
around."
Gowin said the store has purchased a large ad in Monday's
edition of the Charleston TimesCourier that will detail the specials offered.
"There'll be free samples, good
deals and some contests," Gowin
said.
The new location was occupied
MIKE ANSCHUETZ!Associate photo editor by Jewel Food Stores until Sept. 9
when, after a two-year struggle to
nie Bolaff brings in carts at the new !GA grocery store Sunday. The store opened at its new location stop declining profits, Jewel offirday, weeks after it bought the old Jewel store, which closed due to declining profits.
cials decided to close their

Charleston and Mattoon doors.
The decision brought to an end 13
years of business in Charleston
and 10 years in Mattoon.
Super-Yalu, Inc. then agreed to
lease the Charleston property and
a similar lot in Mattoon. Original
plans were for IGA to open the
day after Jewel closed. Officials
say legal complications held up
the move.
IGA (Independent Grocer's
Association) asked some of the
former Jewel employees in
August to remain at the store
under Super-Yalu.
."We've kept a lot of them (the
former Jewel employees),"
Gowin said.
The Charleston store and two
Mattoon stores, all owned by
Gowin, together employ about
150 people, he added.
Gowin plans to remodel the
store sometime next year, but said
that for now the floorplan differs
little from Jewels'. Osco Drug
Store, a division of American
Drug Stores, Inc., has remained at
its location within the IGA facility, but erected a wall between the
+Continued on page 2
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Speakers needed for resource guide
By RANA WOODSON
Staff intern
Members of the Charleston
community are being asked to sign
up as speakers for a newly developed resource guide that would
benefit both teachers and students
at Charleston High School.
Charleston High School
Assistant Principal Philip Wagoner
is compiling a resource guide to
enable teachers to call someone
who is interested in speaking to
high school classes on a particular
subject.
"One of the goals as an administrator is to be a resource provider,"
Wagoner said. "Putting together a
resource guide for teachers ... will
enable teachers to look in the

booklet and call to see if that person would like to speak to their
class.
"Right now we have six or
seven people from the community
who want to do this," he added.
"I'd like to see 30 or more, but the
more the better. It would give the
teachers a greater amount of
choice."
Wagoner said he hopes Eastern
professors will come and share
knowledge in their field to high
school students. He added that he
placed an ad in the Charleston
Times-Courier twice but no
Eastern professors have responded.
However, Wagoner also said he
would like anyone who wants to
contribute expertise on a particular
subject to sign up.

"We want people from anywhere from history to science to
any area, -even if it's just a hobby.
We have one woman who is in a
public office who wants to talk on
running for office. She also wants
to talk on coping with cancer
because she herself has cancer.-She
could speak on this in a health
class when the class gets into the
area of cancer," he said.
Wagoner says he hopes to have
the booklet available by next
month and will update it at the
beginning of each year.
Anyone interested in signing up
for the program can either call
Wagoner at the school or write him
at the Charleston High School,
routes 16 and 130, Charleston, Ill.

FROM PAGE ONE
Rives
" From page 1
Rives, however, was the only
one who's evaluation was not
completed on that day.
Weaver said Friday, after talking to BOG Chair Bob Ruiz on
Wednesday, that he does not see
any specific cause for the continuing evaluations.
"They (the BOG) don't agree
with how he (Rives) relates to
the board, that was as specific as
I could get," Weaver said of his
discussion with Ruiz.
"Basically what it comes
down to is philosophical differences (between the BOG and
Rives)," Weaver said. "You
don't hire someone for .their philosophy; you hire them for their
talents."
Hazel Watson, chair of the
Illinois committee for national
building funds and a member of
the Coles County Republican
Headquarters, said she has had
confidence in Rives since he
started as president of the university.
"I have known all the presidents," Watson said. "I evaluate

A WEEKLY COLUMN BY ROBERT HENNINGS

TURNING BACK THE PAGES
Editor's note: These columns were
prepared by history Professor
Robert Hennings with the assistance of graduate student Marcia
Steward. Jn commemoration of the
university's upcoming JOOth
anniversary and the recen_t 75th
anniversary of The Daily Eastern
News, Hennings' weekly column
will take us back to what was happening this week on campus 75, 50
and 25 years ago.
75 years ago, Normal School
News

Oct. 31, 1916
The first number of the
Entertainment Course will be given
on Thursday e~ening, Nov. 2,
when Tilly Koenen will give a concert. Miss Koenen's voice is said to
be a real contralto of extraordinary
beauty, which has grown in volume
and texture since her earlier
American appearances, until today
serious musical critics of the world
rank her as one of the greatest living contraltos.

Oct. 29, 1941
•From page 1

two businesses.
The new store is trying to offer a large variety
of products, Gowin said.
"We deal mainly in power buying," Gowin said.
"We specialize in meat and produce with a bakery,
a deli and catering services. We've also got a full
floral department.
The new IGA will be open 24 hours a day, he
added.
Bob Walker, owner of Charleston's Wilb
Walker's groceries said he didn't think the new
store will change his business.

"I don't anticipate it will (affect business),"
Walker said.
Gowin says he is selling the former IGA building, which closed Friday, but declined comment
on who will take it over and for what purpose.
The new Mattoon IGA, 222 Broadway Ave.,
also in a former Jewel building, .has been open
about a month. Mattoon has a second IGA at 1616
Lakeland Blvd.
Super-Valu, which is based in Minneapolis,
Minn., is the parent company of J.M. Jones of
Champaign, which is also the supplier to Cub
Foods and County Market.
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Eastem's Social Science
ment has long been pl
historical museum of it
These plans have materi ·
fall and, although still in ·
cy, the museum contains
cles of interest. Dr. C.H.
who is in charge of the di
requested students and
loan to the museum any ·
historical interest that the
possess.

***

Dr. Rives in comparison with Watson added. "I think he
other presidents and think he's should milke his own decision."
handled it fantastically."
·
·
Although the Charleston City
"Sure, he's made some mis- Council has not officially comtakes, but who hasn't," Watson mented on Rives' situation and
* **
added. "They (past presidents) the BOG evaluation, City
Miss Mary E. Hawkins gave
all made mistakes. I think this Commissioner John Winnett "her girls" a pleasant surprise
one has been overplayed, said the council has discussed it. Saturday evening at six o'clock,
"I haven't really heard any when the dining room doors were
though."
She said Eastern 's first presi- bad comments from the coun- opened, and they were greeted with
dent, Livingston Lord, was the cil," Winnett said of Rives . smiling pumpkin faces. The tables
best of all the university's presi- "Most of them (council mem- were tastefully decorated with candents, but Rives "will be right bers) are supporting him.
dles centered in ears of com, red
"We've always had a good
up at the top."
and yellow apples, doughnuts, and
Watson said she thinks the relationship (with Rives)," candy com.
BOG is handling the situation Winnett added. "But, I still real* * *
well under the controversial cir- ·ly don't know what is going on.
The Charleston Steam Laundry
cumstances they face in its de~i There's two sides to every
have installed a new collar
sion.
story."
machine. This machine is rather
"I think there's been enough
Charleston Mayor Wl,lyne
remarkable, because of both · the
pressure put on ·them," Watso~ Lanman said he' is trying t.o:.h e
·quantify and· qualitf-Of'its 'Wotk.:1t
said, ,"I think th~y're 111ore con,- . fair. by r,.ot µi~king , l\i;tY _c9~ll!~Qt
turns out 1,oeo•e10U-ar!Y,fjet •ttdur.
1
01fRives' situation:" . . :- • ·:
fused thaQ any other time 1" , • ,
Working ten hours per day and five
Watson added that she is sur"I' don't ttiink I 'can speak for days a week, this machine can furprised that the BOG has contin- the citizens of Charleston,"
nish the community with 50,000
ued the evaluation for such a Lanman said of the ongoing
clean
collars. Enough at least that
long period of time, however.
issue of Rives' evaluation.
there
will
be plenty of clean collars
"I'm surprised its gone on
"Since I don't know both
for
all.
this long," Watson said.
sides, I'd rather not comment,"
"I don't feel it's necessary to Lanman added.
50 years ago,
ask President Rives to resign,"
Eastern Teachers News

IGA

o~n~
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Dads of Eastern will once more
be the object of attention when
Eastern celebrates her annual
Dad's Day next Saturday, Nov. l,
an event sponsored by the Men's
Union and the Women's League.
The celebration will be highlighted
by the Millikin-Eastern football
game at 2 p.m. and by the Dad's
Day banquet in the evening.
Martha Moore and David Fisher,
Women's League and Men's Union
heads, are supervising arrangements.

Members of Fidelis
are looking forward this
to what they regard as o
most important events in
year history of the organ
Following installation s
from 5 to 6 p.m. Saturday
Main auditorium, the frate
thenceforth be known as
Alpha chapter of Sigm
Gamma, national teachers
fraternity.
25 years ago, Eastern Ni

Oct. 26, 1966
Eastern is hoping to con ·
offer an opportunity for s
study in Mexico after the
ful experience of eight s
there this summer.
This summer was the ti
that Eastern, in cooperati n
Monterrey Tee., Mont
Mexico, offered the study
Eastern is the only unive
Illinois offering the program.

* **

Eighteen years is a long ·
the Panthers finally ended
drought by downing Wi
f6-(Vin the 'Leath
H6nrecoming game.
' In picking up their first
of the season, the Panth
dumped Western for the
at Macomb since 1948
Eastern 's Bowl-bound
won 7-0.

·rmn'ois ·

***
The new chapter of
was recognized by the S
Senate last Thursday
given a senate seat.

* **
A new state rule gov
er licenses for persons
years of age became efti
Friday.
From that day, all Ii
minors will be marked
When License Issued."
licenses held by minors ·
stamped.
Paul Powell, secretary
hopes that by Jan. l, 1967
of all licenses for minors
differ from those of adults.

PARTY!
TIL YOU CAN'T
SPIN YOUR WHEELS

A ·NYMORE!
THEN

CALL

US

&

WE'LL

SPIN OURS RIGHT TO YOUR DOOR

Life Skills Semin
"Adult Children of Alco
Pat Babich-Smit
Counseling Cent

JIMMY JOHN'S

GOURMET SUBS
•'WE'LL BRING 'EM TO YA"

345··1075

© Jimmy Johns, Inc. 1986 .

Tuesday Noon, October 29,
Charlesto-Mattoon Ro
University Union
,

Sponsored by the Counseling
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Awareness Week
walk rescheduled
By CASSIE SIMPSON
Activities editor

articipants in Eastern's Model United Nations vote on changing topic areas during the annual General
embly session Saturday. Students competing were each given a nation to represent during debate over
rid issues. The conference is hefd in preparation for the regional conference held in St. Louis each spring.

thletes raise money for the United Way
The Eastern men's basketball
dished off nearly $150 and the
y Panther volleyball team dug
tan extra $154 as the teams
ped Eastern give $25,000 to the
'ted Way.
The United Way is a group that
lects money and donates it to
er charities, such as the Big
ther/Big Sister program, Girl
outs, Camp New Hope and
itat for Humanity.
The $25,000 goal of Eastern
es up 25 percent of donation
s in Coles County.
cagers showed their humaniside at the Charleston IGA as
bagged groceries from 12-6

p.m. Friday, donating all tips to the
United Way.
"I think it went well considering
the day," said Rick Samuels, head
basketball coach. "It was a miserable (rainy) day. We were fortunate
that it involved the new IGA store.
People were just interested to just
come in."
Along with the grocery bagging,
the team raffled off an autographed
basketball, two pairs of season tickets and sweatshirts and t-shirts. All
of the prizes - with raffle tickets
sold for 50 cents each - are scheduled to be given away Monday.
The tentative goal of the team
entering the day was to make $100.
Samuels estimates anywhere from
$135-$150 was raised.
Although they closed the week-

wo recipients honored
JIM CRAWFORD
Eastern student and a future
tern student were recently
ed 1991-92 recipients of the
1Watson Scholarship for their
tribution to public service in
is.
pril Dawn Darling, a sociology
r, and April Furry, a senior at
leston High School who will
nding Eastern next year, both

~or

endJout with $154, the Panther volleyball team continues its goal to
raise money, giving a dollar for
each spike block in games this
month. The Lady Panthers raised
$55 this weekend in matches
against the University of Wisconsin
at Green Bay and Milwaukee.
The final match of the week
against Southern Illinois University
Wednesday
close out the project for the Lady Panthers.
"We've done well," said Betty
Ralston, head volley.ball coach.
"We did real well over the weekend; in the Green Bay match we
blocked 25, and in the Milwaukee
game we were blocking like crazy
(30)~ which is great. When we're
doing well (that) means the United
Way is going to get more money."

will

public services

will receive a $375 cash grant from
the Hazel Watson Foundation.
Foundation President John
Beusch said the scholarship was set
up to honor Charleston resident
Hazel Watson. "She has been
involved in public and community
service for 67 years," said Beusch.
Watson is also a redpient of an
honorary doctorate from Eastern.
Buesch said last year there were
more scholarships because Watson
gave additional money in the mem-

ory of her son, Leland Watson, who
died of Leukemia.
The only requirement of the
scholarship money is that it must be
used at an educational institution in
lliinois, Beusch said. Anybody can
apply and previous recipients can
reapply. July was the deadline for
applying for this year's scholarship.
Those interested in applying for
the scholarship should contact their
district supertindent for more information.

Eastern s Alcohol Awareness
Week was a success despite a
few disappointments, according
to Debi Narske, assistant coordinator of the Alcohol and Drug
Information Office.
"The week was pretty successful as a whole," Narske said. "It
was a lot of fun and people really
seemed to enjoy it."
One of the disappointments of
the week was the "One For the
Road" Walk-A-Thon/Jog-AThon, as only ten people showed
up.
"We were hoping to raise
money for the Sean McKinney
Memorial Scholarship Fund,"
Narske said.
Narske said the Walk-A-Thon
would probably be rescheduled
and she hopes more people will
turn out to raise money for the
scholarship fund.
Although there were a couple
disappointments, Narske said
there were a few new activities
this year that were a surprising

success.
One of the new activities was
a dance on Saturday in the
Rathskeller, located in the basement of the Martin Luther King
Jr. University Union.
"We had about 50 people
there, it wasn't a huge crowd,"
Narske said.
"It was a good tum out for the
first time we've had it. The people who were there really
enjoyed it," she added.
Narske said there was a disk
jockey, drawings, prizes and food
at the dance. "It's something
we'll try again next year."
A few other activities that
were new and will be tried again
next year are the outdoor movie
and the mocktail contest.
Narske said not only was there
a lot of positive reaction to the
week's activities, but also to the
message of responsible drinking.
"I think the message of
responsible drinking and decision making was positively
received by students," Narske
said.

Groups will sponsor talent show
By SUSAN KIEL
Staff writer

The Association of International Students and National
Residence Hall Honorary are cosponsoring a talent show at 8
p.m. Monday in the Rathskeller
of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
"We decided to. have this talent show because NRHH and
AIS are both organizations that
are not very well known on campus and we thought this would
be a good way to inti:oduce the
organizations to the student
body," said Lucy Gomes, cocoordinator of the event.
Gomes said the event involves
no judging because its purpose is
to serve as entertainment and a
chance for international students
as well as American students to
represent their countries.
"We wanted American students in the show as well
because, after all, they are international too," said Gomes. "In
all we· have six countries repre-

sented in the show including
Japan, Brazil, China and the
U.S.," Gomes added.
Gomes said she also will be
performing in the show. "I am
representing Brazil in the show. I
plan on performing the Lambada."
Ten acts have been scheduled
for the event as of Sunday,
Gomes said. The participants
were entered in the show by simply signing up on one of the
sheets circulated by the NRHH
and the AIS. There is no
entrance fee for the participants.
"We decided not to charge for
the event because one of the
main reasons for this event is
that international .students want
to interact with the rest of the
university, and we figured this
would be a good way to get students to attend," said Gomes.
"We just want them to come and
have a good time," she added,
No spontaneous acts will be
allowed due to scheduling of the
event.

umors.of Eastern poisoning squirrels found false
.

'

.

any rumors ave sur ace on t e
ibility of Eastern 's poisoning squirto control their population on cam, but according to Physical Plant
loyees, it is just a n~mor.
his allegation is only a rumor. We
e never had a need to poison the
irrels," said John Collins, grounds

superintendent for the Physical Plant.
"We have a contractor come in once or
twice a year to take care of the pigeon
and starling overpopulation and the poison which is given to them is controlled
so that any other animals which come in
contact with them will not die, but may
·get sick," Collins added.
"I haven't heard of the rumor and if it
is true, the Physical Plant needs a special

state permit to exterminate the squirrels,"
said Kipp Kruse, professor of zoology .
"They may be a nuisance, but I don't
think they are overpopulating our campus.
Students have also voiced their concern about the loss of wildlife on
Eastern 's campus.
"I feel that the squirrels are nice creatures and if they are being exterminated,

the zoology and life science students will
be in an uproar, leaving the Physical
Plant in a state of disarray," said Kevin
Scanlan, a senior zoology major.
"There are plenty of options besides
extermination," said senior Jeanne
Stanger.
"They could be caught and released
elsewhere, which in turn could benefit
everyone," she added.

alk-a-thon officials optimistic about fundraiser
aturday's rain caused Alpha
'Jon to reschedule its second
ual Walk-A-Thon until
ay, but the event still drew
t 44 participants.
t was scheduled for Saturday
it rained, so we moved it to
day," said Barb Gentry, phithropic chair of Alpha
'Ion.
Service and Friendship Go

Hand in Hand" was the theme of
Walk-A-Thon, which was sponsored by the Alpha Epsilon chapter of Epsilon Sigma Alpha
International to benefit St. Jude
Children's Research Hospital in
Memphis, Tenn.
"(St. Jude's is) a hospital that
works with cancer," Gentry said.
"The money raised goes to support research for neuroblastoma
(a cancer)."
Gentry said the goal for the
Walk-A-Thon was $1000, and

she believes that goal was more
than reached.
"The way it looks in pledges
and donations, we more than
reached our goal," Gentry said.
She said there were a lot of
people present to walk, but there
would have been more if the
event had not been rained out on
Saturday.
"We had about 44 people who
walked," she said.
Representatives from Alpha
Phi, Alpha Phi Omega and

Douglas Hall Council also
walked in the Walk-A-Thon.
Gentry said the walkers started
their 10-mile walk at Domino's
Pizza and walked on Illinois
Route 16 to Spring Haven. It was
a five-mile walk there and five
back, she added.
Gentry said refreshments,
drinks and prizes donated from
area businesses were available at
the end of the walk. A $100
grand prize will be awarded in
the second week of November to

the walker who raised the most
money.
The walk started at 9 a.m. and
all the walkers were back to
Charleston by noon, she added. ·
"9ne guy ran it in just over an
hour," Gentry said.
She said last year sorority
members walked on Route 16 to
Mattoon and raised $500.
"I'm pretty sure it'll be an
annual thing," Gentry said.
"We're going to double what we
made last year."

o!~~ Eastern News

OPINION
page
Editorials represent the opinion
of the editorial board. Columns
are the opinion of the author.
MONDAY, OCTOBER 28, 1991

The News backs
Eastern faculty
in·negotiations.
Since Sept. 2 members of Eastern' s faculty, as
well as the faculty at Governors State, Chicago
State, Northeastern and Western Illinois, have
been working under an extended contract and
have been in negotiations for an updated contract with increased pay and benefits.
On Oct. 11 the executive members of the
University Professional of Illinois voted to issue
a strike vote if mediation with the BOG were
not successful.
The threat of a faculty strike has raised questions of what would happen · in the event of a
,
strike.
•
•
To fully understand why
the faculty members of the
- - - - - - - UPI have issued a strike
vote, we need to look at average pay across
the boards. According to UPI President Mitch
Vogel, the biggest issue is the demand for an
equitable and just salary, and according to a
UPI Salary Study Task Force and the BOG, faculty salaries at BOG schools are 15 percent lower
than those at other universities nationwide.
In addition to a salary increase that will bring
faculty closer to equity, the UPI is asking for no
increase in the cost of health care benefits, an
early retirement plan already available to .other
state employees, job security for all bargaining
unit members and equal treatment with other
state employees.
·
On Oct. 23, members of Eastern's Student
Government passed a resolution supporting
the faculty in its negotiations with the BOG.
As students we realize that a quality education comes from quality educators who receive
quality pay, and that can only become reality
with a substantial faculty contract that includes
increased pay and benefits that the Board of
Governors can give.
On Oct. 28 The Daily Eastern News gives its
support to the faculty in their efforts to win
increased pay and benefits. However, we only
support a strike as a last resort in an effort to
reach the intended goal. The result of a faculty
strike could be devastating for the university,
and the effects of such actions would be felt for
years to come. However, if the faculty are not
rewarded for their abilities, the biggest effects
will be on the quality of education at Eastern. ·
So, The News gives it support to the faculty of
Eastern in their efforts and at the same time
asks that the UPI and the BOG work together to
avoid a faculty strike that would damage
Eastern and its sister schools in the BOG system.

Hey, it's time-for Springfield to lend an
I can't believe state officials
didn't see it coming.
Year after year, the state of
Illinois has cut higher education's
share of the state budgetary pie.
And year after year, university
faculty have suffered as their pay
raises have failed to keep up with
a rising cost of living. The only
salary increase of consequence
that I can remember Eastern's
faculty receiving during the last Stuart
several years is a 9.94 percent
raise they received in 1989 Tart
thanks to a state income tax sur- - - - - - - charge levied for education and
local governments.
Eastern's faculty, and the faculty of Western,
Northeastern, Governors State and Chicago State,
have been working off of an extension of their last
contract, which expired Sept. t .
The faculty aren't the only group of university
employees whose salary increases haven't kept pace
with rising costs, either. In fact, most civil service
employees have seen their salary negotiations put on
hold this year during the Board of Governors' negotiations with the faculty union.
Now the board appears to have been caught by
surprise by the threat of a systemwide faculty strike.
Yet, it's been coming for several years.
Faculty from Eastern and the four other BOG universities are currently 1 5 percent below the average
salary of their counterparts nationwide. The faculty are
asking for four concessions from this three-year contract: salary equity with their peers, maintenance of
that equity once it is achieved, the restoration of lost
benefits from their health care plans and the opportunity to participate in an early retirement plan, available
to other state employees, that would lead to a reduction in their payments to the plan.
We have no way to know how close the board has

been willing to come to meeting these de
because of an agreement between the board
discuss publicly the specifics of ongoing nego
However, the fact that union officials walkeQ
negotiations last week may be a clue that thin
quite right,
And no matter how sympathetic the board
to be to faculty concerns, a faculty strike may
it takes to send a message to the individuals
trol the state's purse strings, also known as
Edgar and members of the Illinois legislatu
education in general must be a higher funding
After all, blame for the current impasse
union and board cannot totally be laid on the
Governors doorstep. The state legislature
appropriate any money for salary increases this
And in t 990, the state only appropriated
revenue for a t .8 percent increase in faculty
salaries. President Stan Rives said he had to take
$300,000 from other areas of the budget to
for salary increases.
YOU BOYS IN THE IVORY TOWERS IN SPRI
LISTEN UP!!!! Nothing in your budget comes
being as important as education. And if you
public schools and your universities to remain
petitive, to be able to provide students with the
est quality education, then you need to invesf
money into it.
As far as our soon-to-be-striking faculty a
cerned, I am willing to support you. It's abQ
that you send a strong, dear message to the
Springfield about priorities. If shutting down
universities is the only way you can do it, so be
As for our semester credits, if I don't rece
graded credit for my classes, I will be askln
refund. And I really don't think the state can
refund full tuition to all of us.
Stuart Tart is editor in chief and a columnist
Daily Eastern News.

Ed1tonal

Ah, for a child, in the street
I could strike.
-Arthur H. Clough

.;,__ ...

Answers sought for strike rumor
With the threat of a possible
faculty strike coming, the word
around campus is "break."
For many students the thought
of a strike is different. Some students believe that a faculty strike _
will provide students with an
extended fall break and for others
it means that the possibility that
graduation may come a little
later.
Ann
The rumors are vast and Giii
widespread and every where you - - - - - - are those rumors that you hear are different.
.
This past week I had the opportunity to talk with
administrators and members of the Student Senate in
an effort to ask some questions as to what will happen in the event of a faculty strike.
So to clarify all of the rumors that have been floating around as to what will happen, I went straight to
the top j~st to find out that President Rives was out of
town. So I was referred to Vice President Kindrick
who was very open to my request for a guest column
from the administration on what will happen to the
university if the faculty were to go on strike.
I asked him if it will business as usual and what the
administrations view of a possible strike was, he told

me' that he would see what he could do.
Over _the next few days, Vice President Kl
was in contact with me on several occasions to
me up to date on what the situation was, but
continued negotiations he was only able to give
statement on behalf of the administrcrtion, whl
appear on page 5.
In an effort to clarify what might happen to t
dents, Student Body Executive Vice President
Koch has provided some answers to the rumors
ing around campus.
Like I said before, the effects of a possible
mean different things to different people. In my
ion a faculty strike will mean a better educatl
Eastern students.
The reason being that with a higher rate of pa;
increased benefits Eastern will be able to attract
ty instructors and provide better opportunltl
those instructors already here which will be
benefit of the students.
l hope that the information provided in this s
opinion page will give some answers to the
and a better understanding of what a strike will
to Eastern and the other BOG schools.
Ann Gil/ is edit page editor and a columnist
Daily Eastern News.
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dministration
eaks out on
possible
culty strike.
ditor's Note: The following
tement was released by
ert Kindrick, vice president
academic affairs, in response
uestions asked by The Daily
mNews.
e do not expect strike. Our
tive, if one does occur, will
to attempt to meet the needs
our students by keeping the
"tution open and operating as
as possible."

at does the
I say?
ayne Ozier, president of the
at Eastern, would not make a
ment from the UPI. A flier
piled by UPI member Don
ton will be distributed to facmembers on Monday.
-Staff report

'

enate exec. gives some possible answers Photo Opinion:
uring the controversy
ounding the contract
otiations between the facand the Board of
vernors, many students,
e expressed concern
ut the status of grades
credits. Many questions
e been brought to _the
ntion
of
Student
ernment members and Kristy
hope to dispel any
ded fears and concerns.
strike by the faculty is
something that can happen overnight. A formal
to strike must be initiated with all faculty memparticipating. If the faculty votes to strike then
tent to strike must be tiled. At this time serious
tiations and deliberations to avoid a strike
dcommence.
e to the lengthy process of negotations and the
that the current semester is past mid-term, it is
unlikely that students would not receive credit
the semester. If a strike were to occur students
t receive the grade currently held in the class or
s wouldn't be calculated until the strike is over
a contract agreement is reac¥ed. So depending
1

•K•o•c•h---•-•

editor:
is letter is written to correct
•ppairent error in last Monday's
of The Daily Eastern News
uoting the speech by UPI
'dent Mitch Vogel. The News
: "A disaster is coming and is
bly already here." Referring
e strike. Since I did not
mber this thought from his
h to the Board, I checked the
of his speech. What he said
"Given the warning signs of
nding crisis or disaster, one
gthens the foundations, one
antees the integrity of the
tial of the system, and one
lops plans to ride out the
In the last decade and a half
rs have occurred and now
· ue to escalate in numbers. In
. period:
there has been a 20 percent

upon when or if a strike occurs and the length of the
strike no grading procedure can be formulated at
this time.
Also, ev_en if a strike were to occur not all students would be affected in the same manner. Faculty
members, union or non-union, have the option to
hold class and continue teaching. Classes, whose
instructor has decided to strike, will not automatically be cancelled due to the fact that members of the
administration will fill in where possible. All efforts
will be made to continue the semester on schedule.
Many rumors have been spread that a strike at this
time could result in a loss of credits for the entire
semester. This rumor is totally unfounded. A total
loss of credits would not happen even though the
exact grading procedure at this time is not known.
Student Senate and the executive members of
Student Government are in full support of the faculty and their contract negotiations. We hope an agreement can be reached with the Board of Governors to
avoid a strike. A strike would not be in the best
interest of students and would be detrimental to the
university.
Kristy Koch is student body executive vice president and a guest columnist for The Daily Eastern
News.

_ decline in higher education's share Lincoln's, Hamilton's, and
of the state budget, yet we are serv- Jackson's, the inevitable result is
rust from within. Fashionable proing more and more students;
• there has been a 15 percent grams, majestic palaces and public
decline in actual dollars in faculty proclamations may obscure the
paychecks, yet faculty are working hidden rust for a time. But the
longer we rationalize away the
harder than ever;
• there has been a 400 percent need for real action, the greater the
increase in tuition costs statewide, damage when the day of reckoning
with its concomitant burden on our arrives. In a commercial from a
few years back, a mechanic overstudents;
• the pension fund your employ- hauling an engine made this point
ees must depend on for their suste- about maintaining your automobile
nance after 20 to 30 years of loyal with the proper lubricant: "You can
service, is now on the verge of pay me now or pay me later."
A faculty strike is not a disaster.
financial disaster. The following
A faculty strike will prove the facare my interpretation of his ideas.
The S and L crisis and the ulty's determination to insist on a
Illinois education disaster did not course through safer waters rather
appear overnight. They grew from that play Russian roulette with icethe belief that "management" is an bergs as the captain and officers of
adequate substitute for sufficient the BOG Titanic suggest. The true
resources. Yet the tactical genius disaster will come when the stuNapoleon Bonaparte once said, dents, parents, and staff are told
"With few exceptions, victory is they have volunteered to go down
assured to the army with the great- with the ship.
Richard Schilhavy
est numbers." Without sufficient
numbers of Washington's,

Do you support a possible faculty
strike?
"No, I ~on't want them
to strike, because if I am
paying for tuition and
fees, I want an education."
-Shane Knoblett, junior,
accounting major.

"No, I don't want to be
in school any longer than I
have to."
-Melika Embry, sophomore,
elementary education major.

"Yes, our teachers
salaries are not up to others salaries, they (faculty)
are the lowest paid in the
state."
-Scott Quigley, junior,
finance major.

"It would be good on

their (faculty) part, they
should be paid for their
experience, on the other
hand it's not fair for the
students. It's to big of an
issue to say yes or no."
-Anne Chobot,freshman,
special education major.
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SAT event
to help ·prevent
harassment
By AMY LEUSCHKE
Staff writer

The Student Action Team
will sponsor a Trick-or-Treat
for charity, but the specifics
will be discussed at its Monday
meeting.
Proceeds raised by the activity will go toward sexual
harassment prevention on campus.
"The meeting is going to be
· a pretty general basic meeting," said SAT President Terry
Tumbarello. The team also
plans on holding a brainstorm
session to come up with some
new ideas that will help the
action team achieve its goal of
promoting responsible living
on campus.
The SAT will meet at 6 p.m.
in the Kansas Room of the
Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
The Student Action Team
concentrates its efforts on
fighting drug use on campus,
but its members can discuss
anything of concern to students. Alcohol abuse, cultural
diversity, AIDS, date rape and
sexual harassment are some
other focusses of the group.
The team was one sponsor of
last week's campus- wide
Alchol Awarness Week.

HSU members to join group in
helping needy·Haitian children
By ELLIOTT PEPPERS
Staff writer
The Hispanic Student Union
announced Thursday it will have
seven members participating in the
Haiti Connection, an international
program designed to aid needy children from Haiti.
"These ' HSU members have
agreed to adopt a (Haitian) child
from looking at a group pictures,"
said Carlos Flores, HSU treasurer.
Flores said the members who
adopted a cliild were required to
write to them at least two times a
semester and to send them a toy at
Christmas.
"I think the program is really
great," Flores said. "It shows that
people still do care about other people.
"The children love it. It seems
they are segregated in their own
country but when they see people
from another country helping, it

means even more to them," he
added.
Flores said he will be going to
Haiti in December to take the gifts
to the children and there will be
another trip in the spring for members to meet their "adopted" child.
The HSU also elected chairs for
new committees. HSU member
Brian Fuster was named community affairs chair, Delia Bazan was
elected chair for social events,
Melisa Gonzales was named
fundraising chair, Gina Gonzales
was named scholarship chair and
Jose Ortiz was elected special
events chair.
'These committes are a working
process to benefit the entire organization," said Karen Medina, HSU
vice president.
Medina added that the HSU will
be working on a press campaign to
have members from the organization working with the media.

Criminology papers led to crime
TAMPA, Fla. (AP) - Two criminology majors turned in term
papers that a professor said weren't
just awful, they were a crime.
After flunking the students,
William Blount, chairmaR of the
University of South ·F lorida
Criminology Department, did some
sleuthing that led to the filing of a
second-degree misdemeanor charge
against the man accused of being

the real author. ·
A. Engler Anderson, 31, failed to
appear last week for a court hearing
on the charge of selling a term
paper or dissertation and could be
held without bond if caught.
While the students were bounced
out of their major, and one was
kicked out of school, the only way
that Anderson could be held
accountable was through the courts.

RESTAURANT & CATERING

ISN'T IT TIME YOU TRIED
THE BEST FOOD IN TOWN?
409 7tti STREET

345-7427

ONE BLOCK NORTH OF THE COURT HOUS

• Leather & Suedes
• Monogramming
•Reweaving
•Silks
• Starched Shirrt Service
• Wedding Gowns Heirloomed

• Alterations
•Area Rugs
• Clothing Storage
• Drraperies
•Furs
• Insurance Claims

Monday-Friday 7:00-5:00
Saturday 8:00-12:00
Conveniently located close to
campus just arouund the curve
on South 4th st.

345-4546

Jerry's Pizza & Pu
A Deal-"Witc
Is Too Good
To Let Fly By
Corner of 4th & Lincol

345-2844

Food, Folks, & Fl~pjacks

Fun!

at On-Campus McDonald's
Monday, Oct. 28th - Thursday, Oct. 31st.

99¢ Hotcakes

ALL YOU CAN EAT ! !
from
7:00 - 10:30 a.m.

Sigma Pi Haunted Hut-Starts Tonite!!
Food Supplied by
"Burrito Heaven"

Children $2. 00
Adults $2. 50

r----------,
r---------LARGE

1

:

1 ingredient
1
Pizza & Quart
: of Coke $7 .95

:

Jerry's

L----------.J

FRONT DISC
BRAKES

Sigma Pi Hut
(corner of 6th & Harrison)

Proceeds go to M.S.

:

I
I

Jerry's
345-2844
Expires May 31st, 1992

LUBE, OIL &

I WINTERIZE SPE

FILTE'l~~ANGE

:

WASH&WAX

I

Up to 5 Qts. Oil
Most Cars

I

$4299:
. '"""'"' "· :$149~ !s299
Resurfacing Rotors
& Labor
Metallic Pads Extra

October 28, 29 & 30

: :
: :

345-2844
I
Expires May 31st, 1992 I

I
I

Small
1 ingredient
Pizza & Quart
of Coke $5.95

1 1
: 1
1 :

(Expirn1 1/CM/01)

I

I
I
I

I

RADIATOR

FLUSH&F

exp 11/04191

(Expirn11/04/91)

--------~---------L------

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS FOR

EIU STUDENT
'

Experience You Can
Count on!
When You Work for the

Daily Eastern News
Now Hiring Advertising Representatives
Apply at the Daily Eastern News
B.B. Bldg.

FREE INSPECTIONS

--------;---------L-----4-WHEEL
ALIGNMENT

$

1
I

ROTATE
& BALANCE

4499 ! $ 4TIRE~g

LABOR

Recommended
for Front Wheel
Drive Cars

I
I
I

(Expires 11/04/91)

I

19

Recommended
6-8,000 Miles
exp 11/04/91

I

FRONT END
ALIGNMENT
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Ukraine proposes central Bush to keep peace at conference
WASHINGTON (AP) - After
bank for Soviet republics finally
coaxing warring parties
Relatives celebrate 44th birthday
to the Middle East peace table,
MOSCOW (AP) - The
President Bush faces a much
Ukraine proposed Sunday that
tougher job: keeping them there
CADIZ, Ky. (AP) - The sister
the 12 Soviet republics form a
long
enough to find an end to
of Terry Anderson, the longestspecial central bank to coordithe seemingly hopeless Arabheld American hostage in the
nate the repayment of their
Israeli conflict.
Middle East, said Sunday she
shares of the. Soviet Union's $68
No one has ever been able to
has good reason to believe her
billion foreign debt.
do
it before and the odds are
brother will be released soon.
Ukrainian Prime Minister predicted Byelorussia would
still stacked against success.
Peggy Say and other relatives
Vitold Fokin said he made the eventually accept the idea.
There have been five fulljoined worshippers at a church
A draft treaty reflecting the.
proposal during a meeting of
scale wars between Arabs and
service marking Anderson's sevrepublic officials with represen- Ukrainian proposal was circulatIsraelis,
with thousands of casuenth birthday in captivity.
tatives of the Group of Seven, ed among participants of the
alties on each side. The nations
Anderson, who turned 44, is
the world's seven largest indus- meeting following a break. It
of the Middle East have never
chief Middle East correspondent
said
an
index
would
be
devised
trial democracies.
been able to sit down for a sucof The Associated Press.
The Group of Seven and the to calculate ea~h republic's
cessful
peace conference.
Following the service at Cadiz
European Community have said share of foreign debt and govThe region has become a
Baptist Church, Say planned to
the Soviets must produce a plan ernment assets.
graveyard for peace proposals.
fly to New York and meet
The Ukraine's participation is
for repaying the debt before the
But on Wednesday in Madrid"= Monday with u.r.,,. Secretaryest will consider an~ further crucial to the debt repa¥ment
· all of Israel's Arab neighbors,
General Javier Perez de Cuellar.
loans to help rebuild the stag- plan. It is forging ahead with
including the Palestinians, will
"I believe with all my heart
plans to create a separate
gering economy.
be engaged in formal direct
that the efforts of those involved
Fokin said each republic Ukrainian currency and military
negotiations with the Jewish
in the U.N. mission to free the
would pay its share of the for- while negotiating the possibility
state for the first time in 42
hostages will reach fruition in
eign debt with payments from a of joining the economic union if
years.
the coming weeks," Say told
special hard currency account in that would not threaten its
Bush and Soviet President
about 350 people in the small
the new bank that would consist sovereignty.
Mikhail
Gorbachev, as co-sponchurch.
Ivan Silayev, head of the
of money received from exports
sors, will open the conference
"I fully expect to spend
interim national government,
and other funds.
with
speeches intended to put
Christmas this year with Terry
"Our creditors should not go said the draft treaty would be
intense international pressure on
Anderson;'' Say told reporters
begging, they ought to deal with discussed Nov. 4 at a meeting of
the parties to negotiate seriousafter the service. "I've probably
one special body," he said. "The . the State Council, the country's
ly.
specialized bank must become interim ruling body.
By itself, the meeting at the
"I felt today that all the
this body." The Ukraine, the
18th
century Royal Palace is a globe and perhaps the only spot
second most populous republic republics, in their own ways,
remarkable achievement for that could ignite a World War.
after Russia and an important intend to assume collective
When the talks begin, everyBush and Secretary of State
agricultural and manufacturing responsibility" for paying the
one
will be in uncharted waters.
James A. Baker III. It required
region, has resisted joining the foreign debt, Silayev said.
There
are no precooked
eight trips by Baker to the
"The exchange of opinions
economic union formed by eight
results
for
the negotiations that
Middle East just to set up the
with Western experts, hearing
other republics.
follow.
conference.
But Fokin said his proposal their views, which sometimes
And there are many predicBush has much invested, but
was met with enthusiasm from amounted to warnings, will be
tions
of failure.
believes it's worth the risks. The
all the republics except Kirgizia, useful for all the participants of
Despite
the uncertain outMiddle East is one of the most
Kazakhstan and Byelorussia. He this meeting," he said.
come,
some
view the peace talks
combustible regions on the
as a no-lose gamble for Bush.

of longest-held American hostage

~arty's
Grilled Chicken Club w/fries

$2.99
(fomorrow: Bacon Cheeseburger w /fries $1. 99)

$3 Pitchers
Monday Nlte Football
RAIDERS VS. CHIEFS

r

GOOD 7 DAYS A WEEK

.:

A Large (16"). ,:
-

~

t

Pizza!

$6.95

.

:

15 words and your choice of
orange artwork for

I
I
I
I

Good on Cany-Out Only 7 Days a Wee~

Offer expires April 30, 1992

Stretch It At

$4.00
Each

909 18th Street

Charleston
348-7515

815 Broadway

Mattoon
234-6442

PLEASE PRESENT nus COUPON WHEN PICKING UP ORDER
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I
I
I
I
I
I
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your
Friends

with Ghoulis·h
Greeting's in a
Halloween Boo!
Thurs., Oct. 31st

CARRY-OUT SPECIAL ...

;

"If he fails, so has everyone
else," said Stephen Hess, a
Brookings Institution scholar
who is a specialist on presidential politics. "If he succeeds, he
might as well get out his top hat
and tails to march to Stockholm
to pick up his Nobel Peace
Prize." There is another school
of thought that the Middle East
could undercut Bush's successes
on other foreign policy fronts.

Freak Out

Today's Lunch Special•••

,~•usage

felt this optimistic before, but
never with good reason. Today I
have good reason." She said she
was encouraged that Anderson's
captors had praised U.S.-led
efforts that resulted in Middle
East peace talks scheduled to
begin Wednesday in Madrid.
Anderson was abducted
March 16, 1985, in Beirut.
Friends and colleagues in Beirut
celebrated his birthday with a
cake.
'Tm more hopeful than any
time before that this is his last
birthday in captivity," said
FarouK assar, chief of the :AP
bureau in Beirut.
Intense U.N.-led negotiations
to mediate a swap of Western
captives for Arabs held by Israel
have led to freedom for four
Westerners since August,
Beirut television stations
showed a videotape of Anderson's daughter, Sulome, who
was born four months after his
abduction, during their evening
newscasts Saturday.

Name:
Address:

Additional

Word

15¢

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Message:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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ews, Sports, Editorials, and more
All The Best For You ...
In The Daily Eastern News!

Circle your choice :

A.

B.

c.

\

Dorm size refrigerators and
microwave ovens for rent. Carlyle
Rentals. 820 Lincoln Street. 3487746.
~~---,----,---.,....,.~1V6
Will do typing of any kind , term
papers; resume; etc. P_hone me
at 459-2862 and leave message.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/28

The Daily Eastern News
cannot be responsible for
more than one day's incorrect insertion. Report errors
immediately at 581-2812.
A corrected ad will appear
in the next edition.
All classified advertising
must meet the 2 p.m.
deadline to appear in the
next day's publication. Any
ads processed after 2 p .m.
will be published in the fol1owing days newspaper.
Ads cannot be canceled
after the 2 p.m. deadline.
Classified ads must be
paid in advance. Only
accounts with established
credit may be billed.
All Advertising submitted to The Daily Eastern
News is subject to approval
and may be revised, rejected, or canceled at any time.
The Daily Eastern News
assumes no liability if for
any reason it becomes necessaiy to omit an advertisement.

POSITIONS AVAILABLE: Developmental Trainers needed to
work with developmentally disabled adults. Training and certification provided. Full and Parttime, start $4.60/hr. Apply In person at 738 18th St.
=-:-=c-,,.-,,.,.-,.--=~,,,--,~1V6
EARN $2000 + FREE SPRING
BREAK TRIPS! North America's
#1 Student Tour Operator seek•
ing motivated students, organizations, fraternities, and sororities
as campus representatives promoting Cancun, Bahamas, Daytona, and Panama City! Call 1800-724-1555.
ca10/21-25,28-31, 11/4
E=-cAcc:S~Y,.,.W,.,.O""..:RK! EXCELLENT PAY!
ASSEMBLE PRODUCTS AT
HOME.. CALL TOLL FREE 1-800467-8585 EXT. 9202.
~--------10/30
Classifieds work!
_ _ _ __ _ __ _10/28

DIRECTORY

Fundraising: We're looking for a
top fraternity, sorority, or student
organization that would like to
make $500-$1500 for a one week
marketing project right on campus. Must be organized and hard
working. Call TADD at 1-800592-2121 .
_ _ _ _ _ca10/28,30,11 /5
$200-$300 for selling 50 funny
college I-shirts. sma_ller/larger
quantities available. no financial
obligations. 1-800-728-2053.
11/4

ADOPTION : Happily married ,
financially secure couple, wish to
adopt a white newborn. Will give
lots of love and security. Legal
and confidential. Call 618-4629144 Carol and Robert..
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _11 /11
Sell Your Unwanted Items in the
Daily Eastern News Classifieds.
You'll be glad you did . Do it
Today
10/28

Sf.RVIC.f.S OmRID

Dorm size refrigerator and
microwave for rent. Carlyle
Rentals 820 Lincoln St. 348 7746.

----~-----1 V6

2 bedroom, furnished apartment.
Includes dishwasher, carpeting,
central heat & air. Close to campus. As Low as $130/month per
person . Carlyle Rentals. 3487746.
_ __ _ _ __ _ __ 1V6
Furnished rooms all utilities paid
(no heat) ample parking. Cable &
private phone 1-792-5674.
_ _ __ _ c.a10/21 ,2811 /4,11
Spring subleasor needed, male.
Par-k
Place
Apartments .
$137.50/month, plus utilities. 3451341.

1987 Chevette 4 speed AM/ FM
cassette, new tires, looks great,
runs good 75,000 miles $2300.00
348-0692.

1217

Send a Balloon
Bouquet for
Halloween!

TRAVEL

tr Away
Balloonery

TRAINING/ScHools

Up Up

HELP WANTED
WANTED

STEAMB~
.11111111'12-14•~1Clll711GH11
!!it

AoomON

BRECKEN

RIDES/RIDERS

VAIL/BEAVER~

ROOMMATES

&. FOUND

The

(

CLASSIFIED

ACROSS
1 Greek letters

5 Early boat
builder
9 December song
14Abundant
1s Up to it
16 Where Santa
Anna los1 1 ,500
men
17 Portal
1a Fishing spot
19 Oscar winner in
··separate
Tables "
20 Piece-of-mine?
21 Begin an
act ivity
23 Hot-tempered
ones
26 Actress Sandra
21 Curly

Ao FORM

Students D Yes D No

Dates to run ___________ _ __
Ad to read:

Under Classification of: - - - - - - - - - - - - Expiration code (office use only) _ _ __

27 Author Bellow
29

Damage

54 Little one
55 Opposite of sur
34 Threshold
51 Type of salad
3$ Painter for
51 Trunk item
Parton?
sa Gardener's tool
31 Toil diligently
59 Artist Warhol
39 Puts two and
60 Detach from a
two tog ether
dependency
40 Archeological
&1 Widow's wear
excavations
62 Some summer
41 Eschew
babies
42 Reply leading to
63 Norwegian
marriage
seaport
43 Jekyll 's dark
side
44 Asseverate
DOWN
45 Be under the
1 Cereal b li ght
weather
2 Headwear for
46Church
Diana
members
3 Later
4 Bishopric
5 Neckwear at
dinner?

mount

&

~-----

no. words/days_ _ _ _ __ Amount due:$

0 Cash

0 Check

--~--

D Credit

20 cents per word first day ad runs.. 14 cents per word each consecutive day
thereafter. Students with vaicl ID 15 cents per word first day. 10 cents per word
each consecutive day. 15 word minin.lm. Student ads ~be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News resetves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous
or in bad taste.

11:00
11:30

ESPN-24
Night Court
Sat. Night Live

Says She's
Innocent

Ent. Tonite
Major Dad
Last Halloween
Murphy Brown
Designing Women
Northern Exposure

News
Tonight

News
M*A*S*H

Movie: She

Late Night

ews
Married...
MacGyver:
NFL Football
Raiders at
Chiefs

ews
Love Conn.

Short. sad

notices
7 Guinness or
Templeton
'J Title in Berlin
:tDele
to Similar
f1 Shankar .. the
sitarist
t2 Sign that may
not be benign
•3 Kingfish of La .
21 Courtroom

Check number

P.M.
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30

49 Apply o nese lf
· vigorously

32 Surmount a

Person accepting ad _ _ _ _ _Compositor ---'--'----

Payment:

is here.'

345-9462

astern News

Phone:
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FOR SALE
LOST

1503 7th St.
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FOR RENT

PLEASE NOTE: Campus clips are run free of charge one day only
any event. All Clips should be submitted to The Daily Eastern N
office by noon one business day before the date of the event. Ex
an event schedule for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus
by noon Wednesday. (Thursday is the deadline for Friday, Saturday
Sunday event.) Clips submitted after deadline WILL NOT be publi
No clips will be taken by Phone. Any Clip that is illegible or con
conflicting information will not be run.
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.lllllllllM•U011711GH11

MCKINNEY HALL COUNCIL will have Trick or Treating tomo
night at 7:00 p.m. in the Triad Residence Halls for Faculty chi
Any questions contact Jackie - 2878.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have Bible Study today at
p.m. in Coleman Hall Rm. 220.
STUDENT ACTION TEAM will meet today at 6:00 p.m. in the K
Room in the Union. Everyone welcome!
THE COUNSELING CENTER will have a Life Skills Seminar to
at 12:00 Noon in the Charleston/Mattoon Rm., Univ. Union. •
Children of Alcoholics" presented by Pat Babich-Smith - If you h
parent or grandparent who has a problem with alcohol, come find
about how you've been affected.
THE WRITING CENTER "will have a Writing Competency Exam W
shop tomorrow from 3:30 p.m.-5:30 p.m. in Coleman 226. Works
help students prepare for the Nov. 12 WCE by learning strategies
procedures for taking the test. Sign up· in the Writing Center CH 301.
PRE-MEDICAL STUDIES will have a visit by Scholl's College of
atric Medicine today at 1:00 p.m. in LSA Rm. 228. A represen
from William Scholl's College of Podiatric will be available to talk
students ..
THE WESLEY FOUNDATION will have a Serendipity study of J
tonight at the Wesley Foundation. It's student-led. Come and enjoy
time together.
HOTLINE will be tonight at 9:00 p.m. on the 3rd Floor, Union.
LINE is an informal gathering of students like yourself who ga
present their prayer needs to God. NEWCOMERS ALWAYS
COME!
EIU'S QAY/LESBIAN SUPPORT DISCUSSION GROUP meets
week. If you'd like more information, please call the counseling
at x3413. All calls are confidential.
IEA/NEA will have an Informational Meeting tomorrow at 5:30 p.m.
Jer'-Y'S. Open to ALL education majors. Anyone interested in fi
out more about IEA/NEA(lllinois Education Association/National...)
,
welcome. FREE PIZZA!
DELTA SIGMA Pl will meet today at 6:00 p.m. in the Charlesto
toon Room.

attention-getter

.a Grown-up

USA-26

portscenter
NFL Magazine
NFL Match-up
Murder, She
Schaap Talk
Wrote
Spirit of Advent. WWF
Wrestling
Hawaiian International
Ocean Challenge
Powerboat
MacGyver
SportsCenter
qualizer
NFL's Great Mom.

WGN-10, 9
Can be Told
Movie: The
Aquarians

WILL-12, 12

3"' Sideslip
M Place beyond
the clover
37 Pastoral poem

LIFE-13

Fox-8, 55

DISC-9
onitor
Wonder DownUnder
Natural World

Movie: Bridge

eers
Night Court
Movie:
Frankenstein:
The College Years

Childhood
American Exp.

38 Elijah' s provider 49 Homophone
gnu
43 Peripatetic ones
so Plot
44 Henry Jaglom
entanglemen
film : 1965
st Egg on
45 Put on a show
rulers
52 And others:
46 Mod dwelling
30Ja1 - abbr.
47 Shade of red
31 Melon peel
~ Sahara sight
32 What kmgs hold 48 Shorthanded
one?
17 Deuce
33 Cryptographer's secret

24 Lectures
27
Perilous
28 Cry of dismay
29 Democratic

News Scan
Disney

Movie:

Heron Cove

Little House

Salem's Lot
Blues

World Away

o/t Prairie
Combat

toSilen~

News

C. Everett Koop MD

Night ourt
Kojak

Dad's Army
Movie: The

Spenser For:
Hire

Star Trek: The
Next Generation
WKRP
Arsenic

afari

Panther Country
Corpse Vanishes

Beyond 2000
Movie

Party

.... . . . .

ny CD player $50, Advent digi1 sound processor $!50. Four
to Bose speakers w/equalizer,
· ital radio cassette $200. More
5-7282.

_____ __ _ _ _ 1217

agnavox stereo $30. Realistic
lereo $125. Marantz Equalizer
mp. $60. Zenith 12" speakers
15. 348-5460 . .
.,_.,~-_,.-.,.-,-,-..,..,.,.....-,--,--1217
985 Dodge 600 All electric very
ood condition $4,500·. 1976
MC Hornet good 850.00 34515.

.,.__ _ _ _ _ _---,_1217

or sale one Remington Electric
ding machine CHEAP. 34597.
.,_.,..,....-,---,--,----,~-..,-1217
4 Honda Magna 750cc Looks
nd runs excellent! Must sell
f,150 OBO. Call 581-5477.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1217

980 Mazda Rx?. New paint,
utch, tires . 104,000 miles.
300 OBO. 348-7825.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _1217

..,_~

978 Gibson G-3 bass guitar with
rd case. Good condition $275
I Brian 348-8703.

1217

..,..,_6-~Y..,...A..,..M~A~H~A,---=Fz=--600

/white/blue, quick, low miles,
w tires, runs great! Must sell,
600 345-9129.

.,_----~~~-1217

nnals for sale $25-$65 sizes 91. Call Mary at 581-3215.

.-~--~-~,---1217

KZ650 6500 mi. Runs and
ks great. $750.00 348-1983.

1217

""R=E=F~O~R~M..,..A~T=T=E=D~IB-M~COM-

AT. 3.5" HIGH DENSITY COMTER DISKS $1.25 ea. WHILE
EY LAST. BRAD 2836.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1217

nnals very nice. Lavender and
al blue. Worn once. Size 8/9.
5 OBO 348-5541.

2 15" MTX SPEAKER BOX
WOOFERS #350. LIKE NEW.
MARY JO 581-2917.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12/7
Soloflex exercise machine. All
attachments included. 1 year old.
Used little. $1100. TV $60. 3480259.
~c=-c,.,.----=-,..,-,,.-,--,--12/6
1983 Mustang GLX 2dr hatchback V-6 3.8L Auto PS-PB cruise
Am/Fm Tape A/C 75,000 Miles.
Excellent'condition $3250. 3453020 anytime.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1217

AKC Chocolate Lab. 6 mos old.
$75. Call 382-4690 after 5 p.m.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12/7
EX band member selling good
stuff: fender standard tele, Mar'Shall 8040 amp, Digitech PDS
20/20, Pro-co RAT $700 for all.
345-1377.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12/6
1980 Chevy Monza. 65000 miles,
good tires, body fair, needs work.
$300 OBO 348-8068.

--------~1216

For Sale: Beer Lights, Signs,
Clocks, Mirrors, Glasses, Shirts.
Call Adam at 581-2903.
10/29
=Fo7=R....,S,....,A..,...L=E....,l,....,N-,C,....,H..,..A,....,R"'"L~E=sTON.

Mobile Home with tip-out room.
Has woodburning stove and
washer and dryer. CALL 5294057.

=---.,...,.--,,....,-..,....,...-,--10129

Drum Machine Yamaha. Rx?,
$350, Multitrack Recorder (4
track) $375. 345-1533.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/28
Home Entertainment Center.
Holds TV, VCR, Stereo, etc. $100
OBO. 345-5749 after 5:30 p.m.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12/6
1980 Honda Accord. Fine condition. Classy, reliable, $975 OBO.
348-5879.

We Pay Cash for Broken gold
jewelry, diamonds, class rings,
gold or silver coins & collection
modern & antique guns. Th.e
Pawn Shop 518 6th On the
Square. 348-1011
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1217
HALLOWEEN
COSTUME
RENTAL! Huge selection - very
reasonable rates . Be Smart!
Reserve early. Call 345-2617 .
_ _ _ca10/23,24,28,29,30,31
$200-$300 for selling 50 funny
college T-Shirts. Smaller/Larger
quantities available. No financial
obligation! 1-800-728-2053.

=-=~-,----,----,-11/4

TIE DYES: long sleeve and short
sleeve, multi-colors. Now available at the Athletic Department.
Check 'em out.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/30
Just Spence's 1148 6th - Create
your own costume. Open through
Halloween 1-6 p.m. except Sunday.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/31
Shawn Timmerman: What goes
around comes around.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/28
IT'S COMING, IT'S COMING,
IT'S COMING, IT'S COMING,
THE SIG EPS.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/28

Kerri Jo, Jenny & Gail: Congratulations on being initiated into
Honorary Order of Gamma
Omega. Your ASA sisters are so
proud of you.
=--c---~=c=~,--10/28
To the men of TKE: Thanks so
much for the great time Thursday
night! We had a blast! Love, the
women of PHI BETA CHI.
~----,-,--~10/28
Grab a snack in between classes. ·
TRI-SIGMA BAKE SALE TODAY
AND TOMORROW IN COLEMAN.
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ 10/28
Jodee, Happy Anniversary . .Too
bad the paper doesn't run on
Sunday. You mean the world to
me. Ditto ITALY. Paul.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/28
IT'S COMING, IT'S COMING,
IT'S COMING, IT'S COMING,
THE SIG EPS.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/28
Linda, Scott, Marlynn and Katy :
"Hit me with your best shot!" How
funny! Love, Rocky .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/28
SIGMA NU'S: Thank you for the
beautiful serenade and roses. I
am honored to be your sweet-heart. Love, Cathy.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/28

TINA SCONZA, I'm watching you !
You ' re an awesome A .G.D.
Pledge ! Love, Garn Guardian
Angel.
~-~-~----10/28
Don't Rush-Take your time. Jeff
Fredericks you're AWESOME.
POMP-POMP-POMP G .D .I.
LOVE.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/28
BECKY MARKERT : My asst.
scribe! You've been a real help!
Thank you! Sig Love, Jennie .
P.S. Are you touching me?
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ 10/28
Jen May, Thanks for always
being there, we have an awesome volleyball team. Love,
Paula S.
10/28

$200-$300 for selling 50 funny
college I-shirts. Smaller/Larger
quantities available. No financial
obligations. 1-800-728-2053.
10/29
~H~O-L-,LY~L-E""'W~I
S,........,A..,.N'"'D,--J 0 DY
BRANT, Thanks for the night
from hell! Love, your Drunken
Kids.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _..,....,...10/28
Wednesday at Mom's .. .Wescott,
Epperson, Davis! Finest in acoustic entertainment. Music by
Jimmy Buffet, America, Eagles, &
more.
=---=--c--=----,,-,-.,..,,--10/29
The Daily Eastern Classifieds can
work tor you! Call the News at
581-2812.
10/28

Warbler Yearbook RETAKES
of Individual Portraits
Date: Oct. 28-31
Time: 10:00 a.m.-1 :45 p.m. & 3:00 p.m.-7 p.m.
Place: Shelbyville Room - 3rd floor Union
*No charge for retakes if problem was caused by the photographer.
WALK-INS WILL BE WELCOMED

$5.00 Seniors

Calvin and Hobbes

$3.00 Underclassmen

by Bill Watterson

CAL\JIN. &ING '(()UR l».t> IS
NOT i\~ E.LKW

l~S\00".~N
~~\..T ~Nt> ~\lE.

fi'.:)51\\()t.l.

I !):)NT H~\Jt.. lC) 'k£Sfl0N\)
1tl ~U.S .

IS 1"£ 00\.'(

™IS

~~~~? (~"t\1)1

r---,,..---'I I'S TM<.\t(;,..

\

t--,-----,,.-----;.,--;---:-;,--;--1217

edo swim suit size 10. Ladies
ver worn tags are attached
.00. Call 581-5758.

......-,--,--=-=c,.-----;---=7"""'.71217

enith 25" console TV $150.
arantz speakers (165 watts)
125/pair. Realistic DX-440 Allnd communication receiver
150. More. 345-4426 after 1O

____ _ _ _ _ _1217
2 Dodge 400 CONVERTIBLE.
od condition. $1800 O.B .O·.
I Ken 345-9735.

.-.-----,--~,,..--1217

84 Honda Aero 125 Scooter.
cellent condition. $600.00 3453 or 348-5808.

FOUND: Brown and black male
puppy with blue collar. Found
near University Union. Call 3459555.
---~----10/29
FOUND: BROWN AND BLACK
PUPPY. MALE WITH A BLUE
NAME TAG. CALL 345-9555
(AMY).
-------~10/28
Want to tell someone you love
how much you care? Need to
show what services you offer?
Need to hire someone? Here's a
solution: Advertise in the Daily
Eastern News Classifieds.

Calvin an_d .Hobbes .

by Bill Watterson
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'SELL SHORT
SAVE LONG'
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Doonesbury

It's the 1 for $1 deal!

5AY, MICHAEl,

HAVt YOU HfARJ)

The Daily Eastern News
will run your
CLASSIFIED AD
for 1 day for $1 *

7HATNWHIT

ca.JNT/?"'l 50N6,
"RJINTO'
UT/3" 7

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
WE'RE VlRY PRO{)!} Of IT.1 ONG
OfMY ~AFFHUPfilJ PJR!Te IT
AN/? eeT 7Hf; 7RAV/5 EJOY
7lJ RilCORO IT! aJR. P@Pf.13

AlhO ~ 7Hl3 Vlf}f{).' I
..JV5T toV6 ~HAT SONG/

IA/ANT TO
!<NWHCW
I{AM&IJP
WITH 7H!3

NJJM&
"POINT

O't-~"?

•10 words ONE DAY is $1.00
E 1 FOR $1 IS AVAILABLE TO ANY NON-COMMERCIAL INDIVID·
L WHO WISHES TO SELL AN ITEMS OR ITEMS (MAX. OF 3
MS). ALL ITEMS MUST BE PRICED .

ress: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Phone: _ _ _ _ _ __

Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
A~IU'3{3f)

ssage:
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lAIAJ 50-/00l.
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(one word per line)
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Leathernecks stay on top of Gateway hea
By DON O'BRIEN
Associate sports editor

Western Illinois took another step closer to claiming their first Gateway
Conference title since 1988 with a 22-12
comeback victory at Illinois State
Saturday.
Western Illinois scored all 22 points of
its points off Illinois State turnovers and
back-up fullback Jim Hagedorn scored
touchdowns on both of his carries.
The Leathernecks, who rode a perfect
6-0 finish to the Gateway title in 1988,
improved to 4-0 in conference play and
to 6-1-1 overall while the Redbirds fell to
1-4 and 4~4 and became the first team
eliminated from the conference title race.
Redbird quarterback Adrian Wilson
was intercepted for four of Illinois
State's five turnovers and tailback Toby
Davis was held to 44 yards rushing on 23
carries.
The Redbirds took a third quarter lead
after Joe Woods took a fumble by the
Leathernecks' Kevin Hart 77 yards for a
12-7 advantage.
On the next Redbird possession,
Wilson was picked off by Western
Illinois nickel back Steve Turzynski, his

second interception of the day, that led to
Hagedorn's first score, a three-yard jaunt.
Hagedorn also banged in the two-point
conversion for a 15-12 Western Illinois
advantage
Wilson's final interception came in the
fourth quarter deep in Redbird territory
that set up another Hagedorn touchdown
run, a four-yarder, to round out the scoring.
In Terre Haute, Ind., Southern Illinois
clinched their first winning season since
1986 with a 30-23 victory over Indiana
State.
As the policy in conference play has
been through out the year, the running
backs stole the show in the Saluki victory. Southern running back Anthony Perry
rushed for 199 yards and a touchdown,
while Indiana State's Derrick Franklin
carried the ball 3 7 times for 241 yards
and three touchdowns.
However, it was a Franklin fumble
midway through the fourth quarter with
the Sycamores clinging to a one-point
lead that lead to the Salukis final score.
The Salukis recovered the ball on the
Sycamore 39 and five plays later Yonel
Jourdain went over-the-top from a yard
out with 3:54 remaining. Perry ran in the

1991 Gateway Football Conference
All Garnes Conference
4 0 0
Western Illinois
6 1 1
SW Missouri State
210
521
Southern Illinois
320
630
110
610
Northern Iowa

EASTERN
Indiana State
Illinois State

• From page 12
the season and Davidson finished
the scoring with a rocket shot
high into the left-hand corner of
the net.
The Panther offense was not as
successful against the Akron
team, which owns a 10-5-1
record.
Eastern did not have many
opportunities to score, having no
shots on goal in the first half and
finishing, with only a 35-yard-shot
from Agyeman.
Junior forward Brad Young
gave the Zips the only goal that
they would need. Corin Holness
led Young with a cross pass, who

340
350
4 4 0

Saturday's scores
Western Illinois 22, Illinois State 12
Southern Illinois 30, Indiana State 23
Southwest Missouri 37, Arkansas State 20
Northern Iowa 49, Western Kentucky 21 ·
Saturday's games
EASTERN at Southern Illinois
Northern Iowa at Southwest Missouri
Western Illinois at Indiana State
Illinois State is idle

two-point conversion for the final 30-23
lead.
"I can't blame him," Sycamore head
coach Dennis Raetz said of the Franklin

Soccer
shot from outside of the penalty
box to give Akron the 1-0 lead.
Sophomore Paul Wilkinson and
junior forward Lars Vigen added
goals for the Zips, who lead the
Mid-Continent with a 5-0 record.
Akron head coach Steve Parker
said that his team played the way
that they had to, but they were
never comfortable with the lead.
"Our game plan was to control
the game," Parker said. "We did
what we had to do to get a victory. We have a habit of controlling
the game and then letting in silly
goals. I expected a comeback
from Eastern, but that never happened."
Eastern head coach Cizo

120
130
1 4 0

Mosnia said that the Panthers
went back to an offense that they
used at the beginning of the year
to try to get something going
against Cleveland State.
"We switched our system,"
Mosnia said. "The one we were
using just did not work. The system we were using was supposed
to neutralize the game a bit and
give our defense some confidence, but we had to try something.
Mosnia said that his Panther
team just did not play up to its
capability against Akron.
"We were flat," he said. "They
were a quick team and they
deserved to win."

fumble, "he played his ears off."
"I thought it (the ball) would go o
bounds," said Franklin, who leads
Gateway in rushing. "I thought I
down but I guess I wasn't."
The Sycamores had· one last chanc
they drove to the Saluki 20 in the fi
minutes, but a botched toss on a fo
and two option play from Sycam
quarterback Kip Hennelly to Fran
resulted in a 12-yard loss.
Combine the Western Illinois win
the loss the Sycamores (1-3, 3-4)
had any hopes of a conference title wi
out on Saturday. The Salukis (3-2,
on the other hand, kept their dim co
ence title hopes alive, but they re ·
game and a half back of the Leat
necks.
In non-conference action, North
Iowa and Southwest Missouri St
University both came away road win
The Bears of Southwest Missouri (
5-2-1 and currently second in
Gateway) beat winless Arkansas S
37-20 and the purple Panthers
Northern Iowa (l-1, 6-1, fourth in
Gateway) trounced future Gateway m
ber Western Kentucky 49-21.

Silva outruns field
of 8,000 at Chicago
CHICAGO (AP) - Joseildo
Silva of Brazil outran 8,000
entrants to take the overall win
in the Chi.cago Marathon on
Sunday and Midde HamrinSenorski of Sweden was the
first women's finisher.
Silva, 26, was timed in 2
hours, 14 minutes, ~3 seconds
for the 26-mile, 385-yard
course.
"The biggest problem was
the wind and the lack of competition," Silva said through
an interpreter.

Hamrin-Senorski, 34, fin
ished in 2:36:21.
"I'm happy I won," sh
said. "Right now I don't eve
want to think about anothe
marathon . .i Roy Dooney
Ireland was second in 2:14:39.
and Jose Santana of Braz
third in 2:15:06.
The women's runner-up w
Kirsi Rauta of Finland i
2:38:21.
Silvana Pereira of Brazil fi
ished third in 2:40: 10.

615 Monroe. Charleston. IL 61920

·Discou'h l'., . SpecilJls

r

(217) 345-HEVN

$i9
Glasses
Exam.

Burrito Heaven Is Holding

A Charity Raffle For Big

Brothers&.. Big Sisters. To Help

2 Pairs of Contacts

$9')
COMPLETE
WITH EXAM

This Cause We Ask For A $200

INCLUDES:
Our standard daily wear soft
lenses, a thorough exam, cold
care kit, instructions for use
and care and 30 days
follow-up care.

Donation. With Every Donation

You Will Receive A Chance
•,

.To . Win A 1991
11

· 1/3 Off .
Mike Rumme I is
finally 21 !

CompleteG~

(frames & lenses)

Happy Birthday!

345-5100

Love, Your Family

904 E. Lincoln

Get Results, Fast

2 Blocks East of
OLD MAIN

ADVERTISE
In The Daily Eastern News!
Call 581-2812 for more
information

Dr. Steven H. Lane, O.D.

11

Ninja 600
.

.

MONDAY SPECIAL
2 Burritos

$599

3 Tacos

$399
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ears knock off Saints; Redskins remain
for the long ones. "
It took Jim Harbaugh just one
49ers 23, Eagles 7
inute to go from frustration to
At Philadelphia, the 49ers
elebration, from a near bench- dominated Philadelphia's inept
g to the hero's role.
offense. The defense had six
In that time, Harbaugh led the sacks, recovered three fumbles,
hicago Bears 52 yards to the intercepted a pass and held the
inning touchdown, a 12-yard Eagles to 29 yards rushing on 14
ass to Tom Waddle, against the carries. Don Griffin intercepted
op-ranked defense in the NFL. the pass and recovered one of the
arbaugh, flustered by New fumbles. Charles Haley had three
rleans' fierce pressure, had sacks and Larry Roberts two.
onnected on only two of 19
Jim McMahon returned after
asses before engineering the missing two games following
ecisive drive for a 20-17 victory arthroscopic surgery on his right
ver the previously undefeated knee, only to be forced from the
aints.
game when he aggravated the
"Maybe they were in a little injury just before halftime. Jeff
it of a prevent," Harbaugh said. Kemp, signed a week ago, came
"Maybe they were a little on but sustained a concussion
'red. Maybe we just sucked it up and was sent to a hospital for Xhere at the end." Harbaugh rays. When Kemp went down,
gan the winning drive by hit- McMahon limped back into the
ing Wendell Davis with a 27- game and finished.
ard pass, then found Neal
nderson for 6 yards to put the
Broncos.9, Patriots 6
11 at the New Orleans' 12. He
David Treadwell's third field
onnected with Waddle for the goal, a 34-yarder with 1:56 left,
uchdown on the next play, one won it, but not before New
f the few plays he saw all the
England made the Broncos
ay through.
sweat. Hugh Millen guided the
"I was flat on my back for the host Patriots from their 16 to
st of them," Harbaugh said.
Denver's 15 with 14 seconds to
"They were just unblockable. go. The Patriots had no timeouts
've never been in a game like left as Millen retreated to throw.
at, where I just didn't have Under pressure, he charged up
me to get back and set up." He the middle, but was tackled with
id get back up after nearly 5 seconds left at the 6. He could
eing replaced. Coach Mike not get another play off in time
itka twice told Harbaugh he for a chance at the tie.
as considering sitting him
John Elway had completed 10
own.
of 20 passes for 114 yards, but
Chicago's comeback over- then took Denver (6-2) on a 42hadowed Morten Andersen's yard march on which he was 5-yard field goal to close the for- 7 for 39 yards before
irst half. It tied the second- Treadwell connected ·for th¢
ngest in league bis}ory m Ste~e 'gllttli!:'Winnin"g'kick'. ' ·_ · · ""j !
ox of Cleveland - ·and was 3 -: ias~n'- Sta'urovsky had two
ards short of the Saints' Tom field goals for New England (3mpsey's record effort in 1970. 5), but missed a chance to give
"Unfortunately, they're all New England a 9-6 lead when
orth the same three points, Dennis Smith blocked his 25hether they're under 50 yards yard attempt in the fourth quarover 60," Andersen said. "I ter.
st wish they gave extra points

Browns 17, Steelers 14
At Cleveland, Leroy Hoard
caught a touchdown pass lying
flat on his back and Bernie Kosar
made it eight straight g-ames
without an interception.
Cleveland (4-4) surpassed last
season's total of three wins and
sent the Steelers (3-5) to their
ninth loss in their last 10 trips to
Cleveland.
Kosar extended his streak
without an interception to 262
attempts, second-longest such
streak in NFL history behind
Bart Starr's string of 294 for
Green Bay in 1964-65.
Hoard's weird score early in
the second quarter came on thirdand-goal from the 2. Kosar's
pass was deflected by Keith
Willis at the line of scrimmage.
It fluttered directly to Hoard,
who had been tripped while
heading into the end zone.

Lions 34, Cowboys 10
Before a sellout crowd at the
Silverdome, the first in six years,
the Lions rode the passing of
backup Erik Kramer, who threw
his first two NFL touchdown
passes.
Kramer, who played two years
in the CFL, completed nine of 16
for 108 yards and a 26-yard TD
to Willie Green and a 10-yarder
to Barry Sanders. He replaced
the injured Rodney Peete in the
first quarter.
The defense had four takeaways (two fumbles and two
interceptions) as Detroit (6-2)
remained tied with the Bears
atop the NFC Central. William
)Vh~~e , ~~turned, a blocke<! field
goal 55 yards for a touchdown
and Ray Crockett returned an
interception 96 yards for a score.

Oilers 35, Bengals 3
At Houston, Warren Moon
produced three first half-touchdown passes, one a 61-yarder to

aFontaine leads Buffalo to win
BUFFALO, N.Y. (AP) - Pat
Fontaine, the newest Sabre,
a goal and two assists in his
but as Buffalo downed the
ford Whalers 5-1 on Sunday
t.
Lafontaine, who was acquired
Friday from the New York
landers and signed a multiyear
ntract with the Sabres hours
fore game time Sunday night,
ored the game's first goal at
:17 of the opening period. He
The Football coaches
&.. players would like to
thank the following
Sorority Pledge classes for
their thoughtful gift. It was
enjoyed by all of us.
Alpha Gamma Delta
Alpha Phi
Alpha Sigma Tau
Alpha Sigma Alpha
Delta Zeta
Phi Sigma Sigma
Sigma Kappa
Sigma Sigma Sigma

also set up Dave Andreychuk's
second-period goal and a thirdperiod score by Alexander
Mogilny.
Dale Hawerchuk, who also had
three assists, and Gord Donnelly
had the other goals for Buffalo.
Rob Brown had Hartford's only
goal.

Jets 6, Capitals 5
WINNIPEG, Manitoba (AP) Ed Olczyk scored the tie-breaking
goal at 8:04 of the third period as

Large Thin Single Item
& Qt. of Coke
For the Low Price of
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UnJimited Tans
for 1 month

$25
519 7th St.

Drew Hill, as the Oilers continued th~ best start ever at 7-1. The
Bengals dropped to 0-8,
equalling the ~orst start in franchise history. Cincinnati was 0-8
in 1978 before snapping the
streak against Houston.
Moon threw for 211 yards in
the first half, when the Oilers
jumped to a 23-3 lead. He finished with 289 yards, hitting 24
of 37 passes. His TDs were to
Hill, Haywood Jeffires for 6
yards and Ernest Givins for 14.
Houston's defense treatedErik·
Wilhelm, making his first pro
start in place of injured Boomer
Esiason, rudely. Wilhelm completed 12 of 24 passes for just
106 yards and corner back Cris
Dishman had a third-quarter
interception, his fifth of the season. He has gotten a turnover in
seven consecutive games.

Falcons 31, Rams 14
At Atlanta, where the fans
borrowed the antics of their baseball brethren by doing the tomahawk· chop and chanting, Chris
Miller passed for 237 yards and
three touchdowns. He also sustained bruised ribs and a bruised
left knee.
Miller was 14-for-19 and had
scoring passes of 19 yards to
Floyd Dixon, 20 yards to Andre
Rison and 55 to Michael Haynes.
The Falcons (4-4) are only 1335-2 against the Rams (3-5).

Packers 27, Bucs 0
At Tampa, the Packers got
their second win of the season
and third in 14 games - all
against the Buccaneers.
Green Bay's defense forced
eight turnovers, had six sacks
and also scored on Brian Noble's
fumble recovery. Mark Murphy
had two of the Packers' five
interceptions.
Tampa Bay ( 1-7) fell to 2-9
under coach Richard Williamson,
who resorted to using his third-

$7. 95

STOCKHOLM, Sweden (AP)
- Top-seed Stefan Edberg and
defending champion Boris
Becker advanced to the semifinals of the Stockholm Open with
victories over Americans on
Friday.
Edberg beat Richie Reneberg
6-3, 2-6, 6-3 in a struggle
between two serve-and-volley
players, while Becker ranked No.
2 in the world behind Edberg,

I

plus tax
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2 am on Weekends

345-3400
Expires 11 /16/91
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string quarterback, Jeff Carlson,
after yanking Chris Chandler.
Bucs turned the ball over on five
of seven first-half possessions.

Redskins 17, Giants 13
Rypien threw the two touchdown passes 2:52 apart. The
TDs, for 7 and 54 yards, came
late in the third quarter and early
in the fourth after the Giants had
outgained Washington 207-35.
Washington didn't get into
Giants territory until 5:36 was
left in the third quarter.
The Giants scm;ed on three of
their first four possessions, but
got only one touchdown. Then
the Redskins grabbed control as
rookie Ricky Ervins gained 82
yards in 20 carries in the second
half.

Seahawks 20, Chargers 9
At Seattle, the Seahawks
moved above .500 for the first
time this season, at 5-4. Seattle
finished the day with just 217
yards, including only 75 rushing.
San Diego had 340 total yards,
including a 27-for-41 day by
John Friesz for 212 yards.
Rookie John Kasay kicked a
club record-equaling 54-yard
field goal, his eighth field goal in
a row. He also booted a 51yarder and Chris Warren's 55yard kickoff return led to a 5yard pass by Dave Krieg to Mike
Tice for a TD.
The Chargers (l-8) could manage just three field goals by John
Carney.

Vikings 28, Cardinals 0
Herschel Walker scored three
touchdowns and Minneso.ta
allowed just 32 yards rushing
and 158 overall. The Vikings ran
for 212, 79 by Walker, who
scored on runs of 16, 1 and 5
yards.
Minnesota is 4-5, with two of
the victories routs of the
Cardinals.

Edberg, Becker advance
to Stockholm semifinals

Pagliai's Pizza

PIZZA

Power Gym

Winnipeg recovered after blowing
a three~goal lead and Washington.
Washington overcame a 4-1
first-period deficit to lead 5-4
after two periods. But Stu Barnes
scored his second goal of the
game on a power play to tie it
before Olczyk knocked down
Fredrick Olausson 's shot and
whipped it past Mike Liut from
the slot during another power play
to hand the Capitals their second
straight loss.
Peter Bondra had two goals for
the Capitals.

und~feated.
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beat 1990 U.S. Open champion
Pete Sampras 7-5, 7-5.
Next up for Edberg is Aaron
Krickstein, whose opponent
Goran Ivanisevic retired because
of a cold with the unseeded
American leading 7-6, 1-0.
Ivanisevic, the No. 12 seed,
double-faulted to lose the
tiebreak 10-8 after saving two set
points earlier with two booming
first serves.
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Twins ·win with Larkin's hit in bottom of 10t
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - After all the
twists, turns and tension, the World Series
had to come down to this.
The Minnesota Twins and Jack Morris
squeezed past Atlanta 1-0 on pinch-hitter
Gene Larkin 's single in the bottom of the
10th inning to win Game 7 and end baseball's week-long odyessy.
Never before had three Series games
gone into extra innings, and the Braves and
Twins saved the best for last. Both teams
had chances to win it in the final innings,
and when the Twins finally did, players on
both sides streamed out of the dugout to
embrace as the 55,118 fans roared in appreciation.
Morris lived up to his reputation as one
of baseball's best big-game pitchers with
perhaps his best performance ever. Pitching
into extra innings for the first time since

1989, he shut out Atlanta on seven hits,
striking out eight and walking one and five
ti~es escaping with Atlanta runners in
scoring position.
He won for the second time in a week
and improved to 4-0 lifetime in the Series
and 8-1 in the postseason.
The Twins followed the same scenario
as they did in 1987. They won the first two
games at the Metrodome, lost three on the
road and then returned home to win two
and the championship. Those are the only
times the home team has won every game
of a Series.
Atlanta starter John Smoltz, who shut
out Pittsburgh in Game 7 of the NL playoffs, also pitched well enough to win. He
allowed six hits in 7 1-3 innings, but he
and the Braves lost a chance for victory on
a brutal base-run~ing mistake by Lonnie

Smith in the eighth inning.
Smith could easily have scored from
first on Terry Pendleton's double, but he
lost track of the ball and had to hold at
third.
Morris later escaped by getting Sid
Bream to ground into an inning-ending
double play with the bases loaded.
The Twins wasted a bases-loaded chance
in the eighth when Kent Hrbek lined into a
double play, and they left runners at the
corners in the ninth when pinch hitter Paul
Sorrento struck out.
Then in the 10th, Dan Gladden led off
with a broken-bat blooper that bounced
over left fielder Brain Hunter, and he hustled for a double-ahead of center fie)der
Ron Gant's throw. Chuck Knoblauch sacrificed Gladden to third, and after Alejandro
Pena intentionally walked Kirby Puckett

and Hrbek, Larkin batted for Jarvis B
and lifted the first pitch for a fly ball
split Hunter and Gant.
Even if either had been able to m
catch, they would have had no play
plate.
Inning after inning, Morris kept p
zeros on the Metrodome scoreboard.
Atlanta Braves kept putting runne
base, but there was Morris, pumpinJ
fist, reaching back and throwing the
pitches when he had to.
"It still hasp. 't sunk in yet," he sai
minutes after Minnesota's 1-0 victory.
sure it will someday." He had come
to a triumph that few others in baseball
tory have ever had. He had throw1t
shutout innings, the most ever in a G
"It was," he said, "a classic in
aspect."

Boaters break out of losing
streak with 6-2 Mid-Con win
By KEN RYAN
and KEITH FARROL
Staff writers

After being shutout in three straight
contests, including a 3-0 whitewashing to
Akron Universtiy on Friday, the Eastern
soccer team exploded for six goals
Sunday afternoon and defeated the
Cleveland State Vikings 6-2 in overtime.
Junior forward Tom Waters provided
the game winner for Eastern at the 13:13
mark of the first overtime period.
The Panthers, who had been held without a goal for seven halves, trailed 1-0 at
~he in~ermission on a goal by Viking
forward Joe Parentes, before the offense
started its scoring binge.
Junior forward George Janovich provided some excitement for the Eastern
squad when he stole the ball 49 seconds
into the half and faked a shot to the right
and rifled a sl)ot into the left hand comer
of the net to knot the game at one.
Janovich streaked down the sideline
and was mobbed by his teammates. The
Panthers then went ahead 2-1 at the 47:55
mark when freshman Paul Agyeman led a
breakaway and centered the ball in front
of the net, where it trickled to a wide
open Terry Dixon, who calmly edged the
ball high into the net.
Dixon celebrated his goal with a

cartwheel and he and Janovich blew kisses to the fans. Janovich said that it has
been a long time coming for the offense.
"It feels great (to score)," Janovich
said. "It's been a while since we've put
one in the net, Drake was the last time we
scored. Everyone was just itching for it to
come and finally the floodgates opened."
The victory ended the Panthers three
game losing streak and improved their
record to 8-7-1.
"We had a letdown against Akron,"
Janovich said. "We sat down and talked
about what we had to do and we did it
against Cleveland State."
Eastern 's excitement soon- turned sour
when the Vikings' sophomore midfielder
John Kosak assisted Ron Stolz on a goal
to tie the game at two.
The game remained tied at two at the
end of regulation, but that is when the
Panther offense took off.
Junior Jim Davidson centered a pass to
Waters, who controlled the ball before
punching it into the net to give Eastern
the lead. The Panthers did not stop there,
however, scoring three more times in the
ovetime period.
Dixon crossed a pass to Ricky Tovar,
who finished off the play with a shot into
the back of the net to put Eastern up 4-2.
Agyeman than scored his tenth goal of
•Continued on page JO
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MARI OGAWA/Staff photogr
Senior defender Tom Pardo fights off an Akron defender as he tries to_ keep control of
ball during the Panthers 3-0 defeat on Friday at Lakeside Field.

Lady Panthers sweep weekend matches in Wisconsin
By KEITH FARROLL
Staff writer

The Lady Panther volleyball
team accomplished many things
with its pair of victories over two
of Wisconsin's' teams this weekend.
Eastern, which is now 10-15,
got back on the winning track as
the middle-hitter offense was consistent and gained confidence for
the Gateway Conference match at
Southern Illinois UniversityCarbondale on Tuesday.
Friday, Eastern was greeted by
the University of Wisconsin at
Green Bay. The Lady Panthers
started its winning ways with a
win over the Fighting Phoenix,
12-15, 15-12, 15-11, 15-12.
"It helped that the games were
close. We finally won and pulled
off some close wins," Eastern
coach Betty Ralston said.
One of the most important fac-

tors in this match was a come
from behind win in the fourth and
final game of the match. Ralston
said her team had a 7-0 lead in the
first game of the match, but lost
the game. In the final game of the
match, the Fighting Phoenix had a
11-3 lead before Ralston called a
time out.
"I told them, 'they (WisconsinGreen Bay) came back the first
game, now it's our turn to come
back' and we did," Ralston said.
Traub was the leader of the
comeback.
"Kim (Traub) came out and
had a couple points off blocks.and
a couple of kills," Ralston said.
Traub was also the star of the
match. Her 21 kills, 11 digs and
10 blocks put her in the rare triple
double club. Nine of Traub's 10
blocks were block assists which is
a new a school record.
Junior middle hitter Shelly
Stuckwisch turned in a solid 15

kill and 13 dig performance.
Stuckwisch's 15 kills is a career
high.
The key reason for Traub's and
Stuckwisch 's good performance
iS' due to the new middle hitter
offense which has been put to use
for the second weekend in a row.
"The three middle hitter
offense worked very well. We
also were not getting much
offense out of the outside hitters
so we had to- rely on the middle
for more offensive production,"
Ralston said.
Ralston was also pleased with
freshman Brigid Brennan's play.
Brennan made her first start collegiate start against the the Fighting
Phoenix. She had five kills in
seven attempts.
"Brigid played really well.
Before, when she went in the
game, she was nervous. I think
she got rid of the nervousness,"
said Ralston. "Her passing tech-

nique is the best on the team and
she can hit as hard as anyone."
Eastem's win over WisconsinGreen Bay carried the momentum
into Saturday's match against
University of Wisconsin at
Milwaukee as the Lady Panthers
won 15-8, 13-15, 15-5, 8-15, 153.
In the match, the Lady Panthers
were lead by Traub who had 19
kills, 12 digs and 8 blocks. Other
top performers were sophomore
Susie Green and junior Beth
Foster. Green had 15 kills, 21
digs and 4 blocks while Foster
had a career high 13 kills, nine
digs and eight blocks. As a team,
the Lady Panthers had a season
high of 19 blocks.
On the weekend, sophomore
Amy Van Eekeren had two solid
performances.
"Amy (Van Eekeren) had a real
good weekend. She had 95
assists," Ralston said. "The pass-

es were good, but the key w
that the hitters stayed aggressiv
Before the weekend start
Eastern coach Betty Ralston
the team had to recover from
weekend's three losses to
Louis University, Southw
Missouri State University a
Wichita State .
Eastern, also, used the two
tories as a stepping stone for
Gateway Conference mat
against
Southern Illino
University at Carbondale su
that the team will have day
practice before the trip
Carbondale.
Ralston said the conferen
standings are tight so far this
son. Eastern is the only team
the Gateway Conference with
a win this season so it is im
tant for the Lady Panthers
leave Carbondale with a wi
Wednesday.

